Benchmarks for parallel processing of large models is an urgent need for High Performance Computing (HPC) as today's model size reaches millions of degrees of freedom. Explicit solvers as in the case of crash dynamics or fluid dynamics do not require matrix based equation solvers and inherently exhibit good scalability on large numbers of processors. Where as analysis requiring implicit solvers in thermally driven structural response utilize large matrix equation solvers. The thermal radiation exchange problem matrices also may be dense and unsymmetric. Publicly available benchmarks such as Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) benchmarks do not address performance in areas of large matrix equation solvers for large number of nodes or for dense and unsymmetric matrix solvers. This study attempts to develop a benchmark tool that can be applied to dense and unsymmetrical matrix solvers for avionics heat transfer problems, thermally driven structural response problems and radiation exchange problems. In particular it addresses implicit solution algorithms with production models and benchmarks for indefinite matrices and configurations scaling for large dense matrix problems in distributed high performance system in shared, distributed and mixed memory conditions.
I. Introduction
The goal of this effort is to develop benchmark routines for solving large, dense unsymmetrical matrices using parallel routines on a High Performance Computing (HPC) system. In this effort we used University of Central Florida's HPC system STOKES 1 for solving our problem. The STOKES HPC consists of 656 computing cores with over 1.4 Terabytes of memory, 43 Terabytes storage, and a High speed -low latency Infiniband interconnect at 20 Gbps (a bandwidth 20 times faster than Gigabit Ethernet). The system has a capability to perform 6.6 Trillion Floating Point Operations per Second. A test conducted to demonstrate the speed of STOKES estimated that it can perform a complex mathematical operation more than 400 times faster than traditional desktop computers.
Dense matrix thermal Equilibrium problems of form K * u = r were studied, where K is an unsymmetric dense matrix with density of 20% to 100%. We used the ScaLAPACK library to solve a large in-core linear system of the form AX=B using LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges 2 . The matrix A was composed of dense complex double precision values of size ranging from 10000 x10000 to 90000 x90000, while the right hand side B was an element vector of the same data type. Our goal was to answer the following critical questions. 1. What is the best allocation of memory to processors? 2. What is the best method to distribute data among processors? 3. How does distributed, shared and hybrid memory conditions affect performance?
II. Algorithm and Matrix generation
The algorithm used was based on LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges. This algorithm is implemented in ScaLAPACK 3 in the function PZGESV. This function combines the execution of PZGETRF, which computes the LU factorization of matrix A, and PZGETRS, which is used to solve the linear system sub(A)*X =sub(B). For our experiments we generated matrices by randomly generating double values between -20 and 20 for the real and imaginary parts of each complex value. The matrices were generated with 100% density and are of general form matrices (non-symmetric, non-banded, non-tridiagonal, non-Hermetian).
III. Experiments
The STOKES HPC consists of 73 nodes with Dual Xeon Quad Core Processors at 3.0 GHz. Therefore each blade has 8 processing cores with 16 GB of memory on each blade. Our initial experiments consist of various combinations of shared and distributed memory allocations for 10000 x 10000 matrix solving routines.
A. Comparison of solutions on serial and parallel hardware Architectures
We developed a dense matrix of 10000 x 10000 complex double precision floating point values and used a parallel linear equation solver in the ScaLAPACK library. The number of processors in each node was varied to solve the 10000 x10000 dense matrix 4 . The rows (R) and columns (C) in the processor grid can be distributed independently to number of nodes (N) and processors per node (PPN) with the constraint R x C = N x PPN = total number of used processors. We explored three different distributions of processor/node variations: (i) 4 processors on 1 node for shared conditions, (ii) 2 processors on 2 nodes for hybrid conditions and (iii) 1 processor on 4 nodes in distributed conditions. Figure 1 shows the time required for solving the 10000 x 10000 matrix for various combinations of shared (4 processors on 1 node) and distributed memory (1 processor on 4 nodes). It can be seen that the distributed memory allocation yields the minimum time for solving the matrix. Clearly the most speedup is gained when the processors are distributed among a greater number of nodes as shown in Figure 1 . This is due to the increased cache and main memory available in four nodes than in one node.
B. Matrix grid shape
We determined the effect of varying matrix grid shape distribution on the nodes by using constant number of processors 5 . For this, we used a fixed number of 16 processors on 2 nodes with distributions of 1 x 16, 2x8, 4x4, 8x2, 16x1 in rows and columns to solve dense matrix problem of size 10000 x 10000. As expected the square grid or block cyclic distribution of 4x4 took the least time to solve. This is due to the reduced communication overhead between the nodes. Figure 2 shows the average run time for varying shapes of rows and columns. The large row sizes finely breaks up the right hand side and reduces the communication cost necessary to broadcast pivot elements for LU decomposition that reduces run time compared to smaller row sizes.
C. Distributed Memory Conditions
We examined the performance in distributed memory conditions with processor grid shape kept square and having one processor per node. We measured the speedup and efficiency for 1x1, 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square grids. Speedup was taken as a measure of how much faster is parallel execution of the problem compared to the serial execution. Speedup = T(1)/T(p), where T(1) = time for the problem executed on one processor, and T(p) = the time for the problem executed on p processors.
Efficiency was taken as a measure of how much each processor is being utilized. Efficiency = Speedup/p. Figure 3 shows the super-liner speedup observed from this configuration. This means that 16 processors ran more American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 4 than 16 times faster than one processor on the same task. Figure 4 shows the efficiency of the system for the same speedup. It can be seen that we obtain an efficiency of more than 100%.
D. Hybrid Memory Conditions
For hybrid conditions the number of processors per node was fixed at 8 with square processor grid. When square processor grid was not possible, a grid shape that minimizes the difference between the number of rows and columns, such that the number of rows was greater than the number of columns was used. We again found superlinear speedup and efficiency greater than 100% in the hybrid conditions.
The performance was inferior to the distributed conditions experiment due to less memory being available for each processor. In the distributed conditions 1 processor was able to use up to 16 GB of memory available on the node where as in the hybrid experiment each processor has only 2 GB memory available. 
E. Shared Memory Conditions
Here we compare the effect of using 1, 2, 4, and 8 processors on a single node in shared memory configuration and examine the speed-up and efficiency. Figure 7 & 8 show the speedup and efficiency of the shared memory conditions. A dip is visible at p = 2, most likely due to the fact that a block cyclic data decomposition is not possible with only 2 processors, and this case degenerates to the less efficient row-wise cyclic distribution. 
F. Degrees of freedom
Scaled speedup and efficiency benchmarks were conducted for varying matrix sizes and processor combinations. Since the problem size increases as a function of the number of processors, we cannot use traditional speedup and efficiency plots. Instead, we scaled each time value with respect to the problem size and number of processors. The performed benchmark scaled speedup and efficiency differ from traditional speed up and efficiency as in this study the problem size is varied with the number of processors used and normalized to the initial benchmarking run. For different matrix sizes the processing square grid is correspondingly scaled, keeping the amount of data per processor constant. As we scale up, the processor grid is kept a perfect square such as 2x2 processor grid for 20000 x 20000 matrix and 9x9 processor grid for 90000 x 90000 matrix keeping the problem size a function of the processor size n (p)=100,000,000⋅p. In other words, there is one processor for every 100,000,000 complex double values or one 10000 x 10000 matrix. Table 1 shows the size of the matrix that was solved and the corresponding number of processors used. Figure 9 shows the execution time (in hours) increases as a function of the square root of the problem size. This shows that the super-linear speedup exhibited in previous runs can continue to larger matrix sizes, provided that the problem size increases linearly with the number of processors. 9  30000x30000  16  40000x40000  25  50000x50000  36  60000x60000  49  70000x70000  64  80000x80000  81 90000x90000 Figure10 shows the scaled speedup and efficiency from the run. This plot makes it clear that we continue to achieve super-linear speedup at larger problem sizes. In the efficiency plot, there is a dip corresponding to the run using 9 processors on a 30000 x30000 matrix. This dip corresponds to the first time inter-blade communication occurring when changing from purely shared memory architecture to a hybrid shared or distributed system.
G. Degree of Denseness
In this experiment we examined how the matrix denseness affects the performance of the solver. Figure 11 shows speedup of 40%, 75%, and 100% density matrix for 40,000 x 40,000 matrix. As the size of the matrix prohibits it from being solved on a single node speed up and efficiency values were normalized to the 3-node (24 processors) run for each density. The speedup results followed super linear speedup similar to the previous experiments. The efficiency results show that in the STOKES HPCC, PZGESV scales super linearly for problems corresponding to 40000 x 40000 matrix sizes. Overall, the efficiency and speedup of PZGESV tends to increase with number of processors.
In the performed benchmarks as shown in Figure 12 , scaled speedup and efficiency did not differ between densities of the matrix as the dense matrix solver construed the matrix as 100% dense matrix for its computation though it was 40% and 75% dense. Interestingly with respect to the number of processors used, the efficiency rapidly increases after 64 processors. This represents the point at which each computing node is responsible for approximately 6 GB of data. 
H. Strengths and limitations
Using traditional speed up and efficiency calculations the performance of a linear solver for a 10,000 x 10,000 matrix showed highly scalable super-linear speedup to at least 96 processors. More cache and main memory per processor allowed for greater speed-up. Utilizing all processors available on a node allows for greater overall speedup than by giving all memory to a single processor in a node. For higher degrees of freedom up to 90000 x 90000 elements in the matrix we found the speedup remains super linear with more cache and memory and has greater efficiency than that obtained for 10000 x 10000 elements. Block cyclic decomposition outperforms row-wise cyclic decomposition, which in turn outperforms column-wise cyclic decomposition. The degree of denseness does not affect the speedup and efficiency by the PZGESV algorithm.
IV. Conclusions
We have successfully demonstrated that by using the PZGESV ScaLAPACK routines, we can benchmark dense matrices on our STOKES HPCC. Our current results for solving dense matrices of various sizes have shown that it is possible to use existing library routines from ScaLAPACK on HPC hardware to benchmark problems of interest to NASA. Although some amount of reconfiguration will be required to adapt the benchmarks to different hardware architectures, it is definitely feasible to apply our findings to various HPC systems.
